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Samsung galaxy core prime battery draining fast
Hoody, first time job here. For some reason, my Galaxy Core Prime battery started to drain quickly even without using it too much. By midday he is whistling that he is almost out and wants to recharge. This is with any running apps launched. I have tried to stop different applications, i have clicked to stop them, etc,
uninstall a few new applications, but the problem is still going on. This morning I noticed that the screen continued to come on. I would turn it off, put it down on my table and it will immediately pop back on. I'm not sure if all this is all that is relevant or not. I will leave Saturday morning for a week of testing at Mayo Clinic
and I would like to have the phone with me in different waiting rooms - without running the battery. Anyone who has any suggestions or ideas about what caused this that suddenly starts happening over the past week or so? Thanks, Chuck, hey there Chuck! Try to recite the phone in safe mode first to make sure that the
battery is drained due to the applications and the battery boy itself, and a lot of members had battery problems (me included). If there is no battery drain in safe mode, then it is some app (s) that went rogue. If there is a battery drain then it may be because of the battery itself. Thank you! I just charged my phone and with
in 5 minutes down to 80 percent and keeps a bad feverish what I can do to fix these problems 12-30-2016 04:14 am like 0 maybe a bad battery. 12-30-2016 08:17 am like 0 look at the settings / battery to see what is the most battery use, we have to know. (You'll have to log on to post again in this thread.) 12-30-2016
02:39 PM Like 0 Last Updated: Nov 23, 2015 This article helps you explore and fix battery life issues on Samsung Galaxy Core Prime you may have battery problems if: The Samsung Galaxy Core Prime displays ® the battery is constantly draining the battery quickly try all of these steps to see if it helps charge you
longer. In Sprint Zone, learn how current power settings affect battery life. From the home screen, click on Sprint Zone. Swipe to the left to open the device's diagnosis. Click Use Energy. Energy usage overview: Displays the current level of energy use. Power usage details: Displays energy usage over time and features
that use the battery more. Battery usage: Displays battery history and power usage for each application. Current power settings: Displays settings that can affect battery life. Click an item to change the setting. Select Power Mode: Helps change settings to extend battery life. Learn more: Provides more information about
the battery Change power settings to low power. From inside The Sprint Zone, swipe to the left to open the device's diagnosis. Click Use Energy. Click Select Power Mode. Click on an app. Note: If location services are enabled, they must be disabled manually. In The Power Mode Select Prompt, click the message, click
the location key to OFF and click the back key to return to Sprint Zone. Close apps or uninstall them to improve battery life. Some apps work in the background when you don't use them. Some applications also consume more energy than others. Some apps come preloaded on your phone and you can't uninstall them. In
Sprint Zone, swipe to the left to open the device's diagnosis. Click Use Energy. Click on the battery usage. Click the app you want to close or uninstall. Close application (off): Press Off Force. Uninstall (remove from phone) application: press the application information, uninstall, then OK. Check out that Samsung Galaxy
Basic Head works the latest software. In Sprint Zone, swipe to the left to open the device's diagnosis. Click on system updates. Click on the device software. Click check now. If there is an update available, follow the claims to install. Remove the SD card safely. From the home screen, click on apps. Scroll to and press
storage. Scroll to and click Unload the SD card. Remove the SD card. Soft reset re-run the phone and does not erase any of your content or data. Turn off your phone. Remove the battery. After 10 seconds, reinstall the battery. Turn the phone on again. Check that the charger is working properly. Note: You risk serious
damage to your phone if the charger is not the same type of voltage, bird and plug as the original charger. You can buy compatible chargers on Sprint.com. Connect your phone to the charger. From inside The Sprint Zone, swipe to the left to open the device's diagnosis. Click on battery status. Check that the battery
status is charging. If the battery status is not charged, fix and fix charging issues. If you still have a battery problem dial *2 on your phone, or dial 855-639-4644 to access prepaid customer service from Sprint. Android users have some conman problems it does not depend on their brand. No matter how you use Samsung,
HTC, LG, Motorola, Google, OBO, Huawei any other Android phone or Android tablet. Users have the same problem Why is my Android battery dying so fast? In this post, we are going to explain why it is so and how to deal with it and save your Samsung Galaxy Basic Battery Head. After reading this post, I'm sure you
can make the Samsung Galaxy Basic Battery Head last whole lot longer. In fact this post was written by me because some of our users had mail to me, and they asked us to write a more useful post, so I decided to write a great and more useful post. First of all I have to say that, I don't blame the phone battery every
Because sometimes the error is yours usually, the battery life time is 1 or 2 years. Then you have to replace him. But if you get a low battery message even after you replace it, then that's what I'm going to bring you through this post. Use hundreds of accountsMoreRead - increase the size of RAM after root? You do this
error while using your phone about 1 year or so. To find out if I'm lying, go and see how many Google accounts and different accounts if you have. Some phones have 5 or 6 Google account.to see, how many accounts you have, follow these steps. Go to, setup-&gt; accounts. To remove these unnecessary
accounts. Go to, setup-&gt; accounts –&gt;that account – &gt; remove your Restart.Do samsung Galaxy Core Head Overheatfix Samsung Galaxy battery life problemswhich is the natural thing because all electrical devices get heat. But when it's more than hot, then there's definitely a problem with your phone. If you have
this problem then you might better read your phone repair getting over-the-top - causes and answers. This function covers all the causes of the problem of overheating. Bluetooth, NFC, Wi-Fi, location, hotspot, sync switch ever notice how many options have been turned on? Sometimes these can run without your
knowledge. Even if the battery is getting too low quickly because the system should give ram space and others for it. It is best to check if these are off after using them. The touch screen is not clean on Samsung Galaxy Basic PrimeRead – restored/formatted memory card using wave commands - 5 exclusive
methods. Your fingerprints can make the screen dirty. Maybe I saw it like a mist on the screen. The problem is your phone is getting it as multi-touch. So she's trying her best to figure it out when we gave him a job to do. That's why RAM is being used and the battery is starting to get low. So make sure the touchscreen
is clean. The reset was not successfully reset. Sometimes, when we reset the phone due to battery problem or slow. You're going to screw up the problem. Because it may not have been reset correctly. So you have to reset the hard. I'd rather read this article before implementing a hard reset. Because it will cause
samsung galaxy primary amnesia prime. Because you have your roots Samsung Galaxy Core Prime.Why is my Samsung Galaxy Death Battery fastNowadays up, once you bought a phone, we try to root it. After rooting we try to install presets on it, advanced games, ddd mods and try to get phone options that can not
be used like OTG. And others. That's why ram is being used and the battery is starting to get your account down active with no control. Read - Speed up the Internet 200% without any programs - 7 ways. I know you haven't even heard of SYNC if you don't use one Then disable sync. Set up —&gt; Account that contains
unnecessary sync options. Otherwise this unnecessary task runs on your phone every minute. Then the phone is beginning to slow down and the battery will go down. Using samsung Galaxy Basic Head (call/text) while charging. Most people do this stupid job and don't connect when the Android battery is too low. This
is dangerous for yourself too, you will not be able to use your phone battery for a long time.your screen is very bright and long screen time outWhy is my Samsung Galaxy battery death fastIf so the phone does not have to adjust the brightness of the car then you have to control it manually. Keep it low always. As wel
make sure you set 15 seconds for the time-out screen. If you use a mobile wallpaper on the Samsung Galaxy Basic Head then remove it. And try to use dark wallpapers. Your phone is used without interruption. If you use low end smart phone. Then you will tire soon. So be sure to give a break after heavy broadcasts,
heavy games. For this reason most of the RAM is used and the battery is beginning to get a clean master drop that is not installed properly. | Root and install GreenifyMost people say the best cleaning app is a clean master but some other people say it doesn't work. Why is that? Why Mr. Clean doesn't help them
because you haven't installed a clean core properly. Reset the phone first and install the clean master and give it to grant permission and set hibernating apps if you are always experiencing low battery. Then root your phone and install the Greenify app and give it permission and convenience. Greenify is a popular
battery provider app that requires root access. Using thousands of appsThis is the main problem on Android phones. How many apps have you installed in your smartphone? 10X 80? 100? Don't install too many unnecessary apps if your RAM isn't high then your phone will start to heat up to install only important apps. Or
use and uninstall it from Galaxy Core Prime.But some of the most important applications these days, such as Fb.. So use alternative apps instead of these apps. For example, Facebook Lite is an alternative to Facebook + Messenger. Battery drain after the latest update on Samsung Galaxy Basic Head some people say
before the last update my phone was getting through the day with no problems at all. After the last security update I noticed the battery used to die much faster if you think the update destroyed your phone and then cleared the phone's cache through recovery mode. If it doesn't work, then reset. You're having this issue
after flashing rom and then reflash the right romLast arrow option - reset or flash stock RomIf you have an Android system problem then this will help you update the entire system. You have two main options one is Hardreset and the second is flash stock rom. This method will be deleted The app and all the data even
before you do it get back. No caution this is the best guide to flash stock ROM for your Android phone often ask QuationsMy Samsung Galaxy Basic Primes battery low always what I should do nowmethods mentioned above after the problem is the same then replace the battery. Why Samsung Galaxy Basic Battery
Head SuddenlyThis happens when your Samsung Galaxy Core Head get over the temperature – see how to prevent the issue of overheating on the phone. Or damaged devices - you have to go to the service center. Even after replacing the battery. Always lowyou may have a hardware problem. Check it out. This
usually occurs after water or other hardware damage. The use of off-brand/non-brand chargers destroys batteries. You should not use these cheap batteries and will damage the phone and phone battery slowly. There is no standard effort or right. You should not use samsung Galaxy Basic Head during charging. You
can use your phone while charging no problem but there are scary reasons behind this myth people think that the phone will explode. Yes it can be if you use a cheap charger. If you use the manufacturer approved charger no problem. Charging samsung Galaxy Basic Head overnight kills battery.NO. In fact now
smartphones are smarter than you think when fully charged, it automatically stops charging. However, battery life may decrease. How to calibrate the battery on Samsung Galaxy Basic PrimeYou you can use calibration when battery performance is low. But you shouldn't always do this. Click for more detailsIf this
guideline is useful, then please share this guide on Facebook and Twitter. Help others to find out this guide line on social media sites. If you have any doubt or any problem, do not hesitate to contact us. There we will be able to help you and also make sure that you bookmark our site on your browser. Browser.
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